
The heart 
of your home



Terra Ignis was founded to keep and transmit the long lasting tradition of ceramic tiles. The 
manufacture searched tirelessly for new, improved solutions to the technical challenges we 
faced while manufacturing efficient and beautiful tiles. The company engineers, ceramists 
and artists are motivated by the same passion to create the most efficient and perfect masonry 
heaters. 

When your sight perceives our tiled stoves, you can discover a landscape of a rich 
deepness. The glaze reflects the light and shine of its shades.  What can be perceived as 
imperfect, results in enriching our experience and our relations to the world. Looking at our 
stoves will make you understand its composition,  a system that has its inner structure and 
qualities, a resonating ensemble. 

Being around the fire is accepting an invitation from a friend. Entering a cicrle of 
confidence that can be observed in every corner of the world. It is here where space has 
found its origin. While we perceive the world with our eyes, something deeper resides in 
space, a friendly presence. Something that we cannot see, but feel. In between the tangible 
and the intagible.  

Stoves heat our bodies, as they heat our souls. Touching the warm ceramic tiles is 
for those  who experienced it, an extraordinary sensation of being in the world. Ceramics 
keeps, transfers, distributes and heats. Any source of clay is unique, like any human being.  
At Terra Ignis, materials are authentic, they carry their own life that our craftsmen   have to 
understand. Nature does nothing in vain, earth gives us everything. In that sense we focus on 
what matters;  ceramics looks, feels and sounds for what it is. We call it authenticity. 

Each stove is prepared with the idea that our senses  must be cared for if you want 
to experience the world consciously. Each stove has the soul of the earth speaking to us. In 
its layers it keeps   a mark of the world that our craftsmen carefully weight in between their 
fingers. The knowledge of the materials  is the source of  motivation to create the individual 
work of art. The variety of the ceramics of our stoves is what makes them unique.

Choosing a place to live is an important decision that can only be handled with a strong 
vision. Such a place of our dreams is the centre for the family and the centre for better 
communication, a place that goes beyond trends and fashion. The moments spent together 
around the fire are precious, and provide us with the balance needed in our private life.. At 
Terra Ignis we believe  that the reintroduction of the hearth into your home can become the 
scene of spontaneous desires and needs. 

Fire, tiled stove & architecture – the heart of your home
Sensuousness, beauty in imperfection

The world manifests itself through senses. Whoever has ever felt the smell of the burning 
wood or the earth after the storm knows this unique moment of clarity. When a sense of being 
immerses in you, the world becomes wider and reality unfolds. At Terra Ignis such moments 
are precious because they guide us to beauty.



Understanding an extraordinary geological memory

Millions years ago, under the continuous action of the wind and the rain, a gift was slowly 
taking shape. The clay; the extraordinary geological memory has slowly been generated from 
the decomposition of the granite. Caused by the pullout of particles of mica, quartz and 
feldspath which  has been transformed  in the form of clay leaflets. These geological layers 
became the deposit from which the first earthenware came from. If all the clays do not look 
all the same and their composition differs from the different particles combined altogether, it 
is no doubt that earth is the soil on which all our cultures developed, creating  places of the 
same love for ceramics, construction and agriculture. 

A revolution in ceramic, for greater and longer thermal radiation

The materials used to make ceramic tiled stoves have remained the same for centuries. While 
ceramics has been used for all sort of things, it is no surprise that we can find it on our table, 
in the breaks of our cars and in the International Space Agency. Ceramics cannot be reduced 
to only one type of material but to an important panel of manifestations  and usage. If fire is 
our most precious patron, the only way to show respect to it, is to ensure the fire that it was 
used in a good way, thus innovation becomes part of  our gratitude to it. 

In the strictest tradition Terra Ignis developed and refined a very special formula. 
Perfected after the intensive research and development ThermaCeramic was finally ready. 
A new, unique ceramics of unprecedented properties. Strong, malleable, with great thermal 
radiation properties and environmentally friendly, ThermaCeramic gives artists and designers 
almost limitless freedom to experiment. The impressive know-how in  chemistry was applied 
to compose a complete new formula for our ceramics. It is a true masterpiece of innovation that  
allows the  creation of robust and even more efficient stoves that will stand for generations. 
Such a thorough research is vital for the company like ours, which needs to constantly reset 
the rules of its games. 

ThermaCeramic



The fireplace is made to keep the tradition of 
gathering around fire, where we spend our 
most precious moments. What strikes us most 
is its simplicity and its never-ending capacity to 
amaze, reminding us what it means to be home. 
Just you and the fire, where no solitude remains 
but the mystic transfer.

The fireplaces have made history and continue 
to do so. Whether the hearth is open or closed, 
no one can deny the positive effect that the flame 
can have on us. 
Available in different sizes, displays and with 
different finishes they can be adjusted to any 
needs and demands.

Fireplace – new way of displaying fire 



The tiled stove is the emanation of the Terra Ignis’ 
masterpiece, combining the know-how and the 
competence of many generations of stove makers. 
Its capacity to accumulate the heat for a long 
period of time in result of a minimum combustion 
is certainly its most striking characteristic. 

With its unconventional design, the masonry 
heater has written an important chapter of the 
architectural history and cannot be separated 
from the European cultural evolution. 
Available in various versions and finishes, its 
technology can be adjusted to different types of 
needs and will make you appreciate winter again.

Tiled stove – the symbol of the art of heating



Terra Ignis’ tile-stove setters are repeatedly 
confronted with design challenges when they 
develop a tiled kitchen system. This results in 
totally new and innovative displays. Developed to 
combine the worktop, the cooktop, the ovens and 
the kitchen sink, every Terra Ignis Kitchen System 
is the starting point to all culinary traditions. 
In order to keep the essence of cooking our 
kitchens are made to fulfill 8 primary functions 
– Preparing, Cleaning, Cooking, Baking, Grilling, 

Smoking, Heating & Organizing. Each system 
always starts with the fire and finding the best 
conceivable – which means technically optimized 
and aesthetically perfect – ergonomic solutions. 
The issue is not to incorporate as many parts as 
possible or to maximize complexity. What counts 
is the culinary virtuosity that you can achieve. This 
particular approach not only inspires lucid and 
timeless masonry oven designs but also defines 
the beginning of your own culinary tradition. 

Kitchen – honouring the Art of Cooking
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We reserve the right to make technical modifications 
and design changes.  Colors shown may differ from 
the actual product due to printing technology limitations.


